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1 InTrodUCTIon
The concept of 2-Banach space was investigated by S. Gähler and K Iseki]. 
This space was subsequently been studied by many authors. In 1988, Sam 
B Nadler and K Ushijima[9] introduced the concept of fixed point curves 
for  linear interpolations of contraction mappings using Banach contraction 
principle. Recently, we have presented some interesting work on weakly inward 
contractions in normed space[5] which helps to define the concept of fixed 
point curve for weakly inward contractions in normed space. In this paper, we 
investigate such results for weakly inward contractions in 2-Banach Space. In 
[7] S Gähler introduced the following definition of a 2-normed space.
2 PrElImInArIES
definition 2.1[7]. Let X be a real linear space of dimension greater than 1. 





1. ||x, y|| = 0 if and only if x and y are linearly dependent
2. ||x, y|| = ||y, x||
3. ||αx, y|| = |α||x, y||
4. ||x + y, z|| ≤ ||x, z|| + ||y, z||
Then || , || is called a 2-norm on X and the pair (X,|| , ||) is called a 2-normed 
space. Some of the basic properties of 2-norms, that they are non-negative and 
||x, y + x|| = ||x, y||, ∀x, y ∈ X and ∀α ∈ R
definition 2.2[7].: A sequence {x
n
} in a 2-normed space X is said to be 
convergent if there exists an element x ∈ X such that




−{ } = 0  
for all y ∈ X.
definition 2.3[7].: A sequence {x
n
} in a 2-normed space X is said to be 
a Cauchy sequence if for every z X x x z
m n n m
∈ − =
→∞
, lim || , ||
,
0 .
definition 2.4[8]: A linear 2-normed space is said to be 2-Banach Space if 
every Cauchy sequence is convergent to an element of X.
definition 2.5 [4]. Let X and Y be two 2-normed spaces and T : X → Y be 
a linear operator. The operator T is said to be continuous at x ∈ X if for any 
sequence {x
n
} of X converging to x, we have T x T xn{ }( )→ ( ) .
definition 2.6 [4]. The closure of a subset E of a 2-normed space X is denoted 
by E  and defined by the set of all x ∈ X such that there is a sequence {x
n
} of 
E converging to x. We say that E is closed if E = E .
definition 2.7[6]. Let X be a linear space. A subset C of X is called convex(resp. 
absolutely convex) if αC + βC ⊆ C for every ; α,β > 0(resp. α β, ∈K ) with
α β α β+ = + ≤1 1( | | | | )resp.
denition 2.8 [4]. Let X be a 2-normed space. Then an operator T on X is said to 
be a contraction on X if for each x, y ∈ X there exist some k ∈ [0; 1) such that
 || , || || , ||, .Tx Ty z k x y z z X− ≤ − ∀ ∈  
definition 2.9 [6 ]. Let C be a non-empty subset of a 2-Banach space X. Then a 
mapping T : C → X is said to be inward mapping(respectively weakly inward) 
if Tx ∈ I
C
(x) (respectively Tx I xC∈ ( ))  for x C∈  where
 I x t x ty y C and tC ( ) ( ) := − + ∈ ≥{ }1 0  
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Proposition [3.1]: Let X be a 2-Banach space. Suppose that there exist a 
sequence {x
n
} in X such that
 || , || ( ) ( ) , ,x x z x x for nn n n n− ≤ − =+ +1 1 0 1 2φ φ  
where φ : X → [0,∞) is any function. Then the sequence {x
n
} converges to 
some point v ∈ X.
Proof: For any z ∈ X,
 0 0 1 21 1≤ − ≤ − =+ +|| , || ( ) ( ) , ,x x z x x for nn n n nφ φ   
This shows that the sequence {φ(x
i
)} is decreasing and bounded below by 
zero.
Now, for any m = 0, 1, 2... we have
 
|| || || , || || , || || , ||,x x z x x z x x z x x zn n m m
n
m
− ≤ − + − + + −+ +
=
∑ 1 0 1 1 2 1
0






φ φ φ φ φ φ
φ φ
φ
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
(









) inf ( ).− φ








This implies that || , ||x x zn n− →+1 0  as n→∞ .
Thus, for any positive integer m and n with m > n and for all z ∈ X,
 
|| , || || , || || , || || , ||x x z x x z x x z x x zn m n n n n m m− ≤ − + − + −
→





This shows that {x
n
} is a Cauchy sequence in a 2-Banach space X. Therefore 
there exist some point v ∈ X such that x
n
 → v as n → ∞. 
Theorem [3.2]: Let X be a 2-Banach space and T be a continuous self map on 
X. Suppose that there exist a function  φ: X → [0,∞) such that
 || , || ( ) ( ), , .x Tx z x Tx x z X− ≤ − ∀ ∈φ φ  
Then T has a fixed point in X.
Proof: Let x
0
 ∈ X and let {x
n










Then for any n,
 || , || || ( ), ||
( ) ( ( ))
( ) ( )
x x z x T x z
x T x
x x













By Proposition[3.1], there exist some v ∈ X such that x
n
 → v as n → ∞. Since 
T is continuous, T x T xn( ) ( )→  as n→∞ . Now, for any z X∈ ,
 
|| , || || , || || , ||
|| , || || ( ) , |
v Tv z v x z x Tv z
v x z T x Tv z
n n
n n
− ≤ − + −
= − + − |
→ →∞0 as n
 
This implies that there exist a point v ∈ X such that Tv = v.
Theorem [3.3]: Let X be a 2-Banach space and φ : [ , )X→ 0 1  be continuous 




≠φ φ , there exist v X∈  
such that u v≠  and
 || , || ( ) ( ), .u v z u v z X− ≤ − ∀ ∈φ φ  
Then there exist an x X0 ∈  such thatφ φ( ) inf ( )x xx X0 = ∈ .
Proof: Suppose that inf
x X∈
φ φ( ) ( )x y≠  for all y X∈ .. Fix an element u X0 ∈  




<φ φ 0 . By our assumption there exist an element u X1 ∈  
such that u u1 0≠  and
 || , || ( ) ( ), .u u z u u z X0 1 0 1− ≤ − ∀ ∈φ φ  
Proceeding inductively choose u Xn− ∈1 .
Let
 S x X u x z u x z Xn n n= ∈ − ≤ − ∀ ∈{ }− −: || , || ( ) ( ), .1 1φ φ  





Because u Sn n∈ , we get
|| , || ( ) ( ), .u u z u u z X and nn n n n− −− ≤ − ∀ ∈1 1φ φ
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By Proposition [3.1], it follows that there exist u X∈  such that u un →  and
 || , || ( ) ( ), .u u z u u z X and nn n− −− ≤ − ∀ ∈1 1φ φ  
By our assumption, there exist a v X∈  such that u v≠  and




( ) ( ) || , ||
( ) || , || ( ) ( ) || ,
v u u v z
u u v z u u u u zn n
≤ − −
≤ − − + − − −− −1 1 ||
( ) [|| , || || , ||]
( ) || , ||
= − − + −





u u u z u v z




1 1 z X∈ .
This imples that v ∈S
n
. It follows from (1) and (2) that





Which is a contradiction.
Hence there a point x X0 ∈  such that φ φ( ) inf ( )x xx X0 = ∈ .
Theorem [3.4]: Let X be a 2-Banach space and T be a self map on X. Suppose 
that there exist a continuous function  φ : [ , )X→ ∞0  such that
 || , || ( ) ( ), , , .x Tx z x Tx x y z X− ≤ − ∀ ∈φ φ  
Then T has a xed point in X.
Proof: Let u X∈  be fixed and define
 C x X u x z u x z X= ∈ − ≤ − ∀ ∈{ }:|| , || ( ) ( )φ φ  
Then clearly C is non-empty. If x C∈ , then there exist a sequence xn{ }  in C
such that x xn →  and




Therefore by the continuity of φ , it follows that || , || ( ) ( )u x z u x z X− ≤ − ∀ ∈φ φ . 
This shows that C is a non-empty closed subset of X. We now show that C is 
invariant under T.
For each x C∈ , we have || , || ( ) ( )u x z u x z X− ≤ − ∀ ∈φ φ  and therefore
 φ φ
φ φ φ
( ) ( ) || , ||
( ) || , || ( ) ( ) || , ||
Tx x x Tx z
x x Tx z u x u x z
≤ − −
≤ − − + − − −
= φ
φ
( ) || , || || , ||
( ) || , ||,
u x Tx z u x z
u u Tx z z X
− − + −[ ]
≤ − − ∀ ∈
 
It follows that Tx∈C and hence C is invariant under T.
Now, suppose that x Tx≠  for all x C∈ . Then, for each x C∈ , there exist
y C∈  such that x y≠  and
 
|| , || || , || || , ||
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) (
x y z x u z u y z
x u u y
x y
− ≤ − + −
≤ − + −
= −
φ φ φ φ
φ φ ), .∀ ∈z X
 
Since φ is continuous on a closed subset C of X, by theorem[3.3], there exist 
some x C0 ∈  such that φ φ( ) inf ( )x xx C0 = ∈ . Hence for such an x0 and for some 




0 0 0 0 0
0 0
< − ≤ −
≤ −
=
|| , || ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
.
x Tx z x Tx
Tx Tx
φ φ
φ φ  
This is a contradiction. Hence there exist some point v ∈ C such that Tv = v. 
Proposition [3.5]: Let C be a non empty closed convex subset of a 2-Banach 
space X. Then T : C → X is weakly inward if and only if
 lim
(( ) , )
,
h









where d x C x y z y C and z X( , ) inf || , ||:= − ∈ ∈{ }
Proof: Suppose that
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(( ) , )
,
h









Let x C∈  and choose t ∈[ , )0 1 . Then for any ε> 0 , we can find y C∈  such
that
|| ( ) , || (( ) , ) , .1 1− + − < − + + ∀ ∈t x tTx y z d t x tTx C t z Xε
 ⇒ − − + <
− +
+ ∀ ∈− −|| [( ) ], ||
(( ) , )
, .Tx t x t y z
d t x tTx C
t
z X1
11 1 ε  





, , ,..,  then there exist a sequence x t x t yn n n= − + ∈
− −( )1 1 1  
I xC ( )  such that || , ||
(( ) , )
, .Tx x z









ε  Letting 
n→∞ , we obtain lim || , || ,
n n
Tx x z z X
→∞
− = ∀ ∈0 . Thus there exist a sequence
x I xn C{ }∈ ( )  such that x Txn → . It follows that Tx I xC∈ ( ) . Hence T is weakly 
inward.
Conversely suppose that T is weakly inward. That is Tx I x x CC∈ ∀ ∈( ), . Then 
for any ε> 0 , there exist y I xC∈ ( )  such that
 || , || , .y Tx z z X− < ∀ ∈ε  
Since C is convex, there exist some h0 0>  such that ( )1− + ∈h x hy C  for
0 0< ≤h h . For these h, we have
 
d h x hTx C
h
h x hTx h x hy z
h
hTx hy z
(( ) , ) || ( ) (( ) ), ||
|| , |
1 1 1− +
≤









< ∀ > < ≤ε ε 0 0 0
Therefore, lim
(( ) , )
,
h












Theorem [3.6]: Let C be a non empty closed convex subset of a 2-Banach 
space X and T C X: → , a weakly inward contraction mapping. Then T has a 
unique fixed point in C.
Proof: Let k ∈ ( , )0 1  be such that








. By proposition [3.4], lim
(( ) , )
,
h









Then for any x C∈  with x Tx≠  and for every z with z span x Tx∉ −{ }  there 
exist h∈ ( , )0 1  such that
 d h x hTx C h x Tx z(( ) , ) || , ||1− + < −ε  
By the denition of distance, there exist some y C∈  such that
 || ( ) , || || , ||, ( )1 1− + − < − ∀ ∈ ∉ −{ }h x hTx y a h x Tx z a X and z span x Txε   
 
⇒ − > − − −
≥ − − −
h x Tx z x y h x Tx a
x y a h x Tx a
ε || , || || ( ), ||
|| , || || , ||
 
Therefore,
 || , || [ || , || || , ||],x y a h x Tx z x Tx a a X and z span x Tx− < − + − ∀ ∈ ∉ −{ }ε  
which implies that
 || , || ( ) || , ||, ( )x y z h x Tx z z span x Tx− < + − ∀ ∉ −{ }1 2ε   
Using (1) and (2),
|| , || || (( ) ), ||
|| ( ) , || ||
y Ty z y h x hTx z
h x hTx Tx z Tx T
− ≤ − − +
+ − + − + −
1
1 y z
h x Tx z h x Tx z k x y z
x Tx z
, ||
|| , || ( ) || , || || , ||
|| , ||
< − + − − + −
= − +
ε 1


























h x Tx z x y z
k x y z
x Tx z k x y z
||
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For any x C∈ with x Tx≠ , there is a y C∈ , denote it by f(x) where f is a 
self mapping on C. Then by putting φ
ε
ε















obtain a continuous map φ : [ , )C→ ∞0  such that
 || ( ), || ( ) ( (( )), ( )x f x z x f x z span x Tx− < − ∀ ∉ −{ }φ φ  4  
Then by theorm[3.4], f has a fixed point in C which contradicts the strict 
inequality(4). Hence there exist some v C∈  such that Tv v= . Now assme 
that v and w are any two fixed points of T. Then we have
 
|| , || || , ||
|| , ||, .
( ) || , || ,
v w z Tv Tw z
k v w z z
k v w z z an
− = −
≤ − ∀
⇒ − − ≤ ∀1 0 d k





⇒ − ≤ ∀
⇒ =
|| , || ,
.
 
Hence T has a unique fixed point in C.
Theorem [3.7][5]: Let X be a 2-Banach space, C be a non-empty closed 
and convex subset of X and let T T C X1 2, : → , be two weakly inward 
contractions. Then there exists a family of weakly inward contraction maps 
φt C X t: : [ , ]→ ∈{ }0 1  such that, ∀ ∈t t[ , ],0 1 φ  has a unique fixed point xt in C.
Proof: Proof is similar to that in [5].




be two weakly inward 
contraction on a closed, convex and bounded subset C of a 2-Banach space X 
and F T TW ( , )1 2  denote the set of all fixed points of φt t, [ , ]∈ 0 1 . Then the map 






lemma [3.9][5]: Let T T C X1 2, : →  be two weakly inward contractions on 





have no common fixed points. Then the map G F T TW:[ , ] ( , )0 1 1 2→  
defined by G t xt( )=  is one to one.
Corollary [3.10]: The fixed point curve G F T TW:[ , ] ( , )0 1 1 2→  is continuous.
Corollary [3.11]: F T TW ( , )1 2  is a closed set.
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